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Assembly instructions 

Thank you for purchasing this Skinner-type moth trap 

from the Nestbox Company. 

The trap has been designed to slot together so it’s easy 

and fast to put up without tools, and it can be quickly 

taken apart for transport or storage. 

The following parts make up your moth trap: 

Left Side 

Right Side 

Back 

Base 

Front 

Light Board 

Clear Plastic x 2 

Security Clip 



Stage 1. 

Stage 2. 
Slide the Base pan-

el into the hooks at 

the bottom of the 

side panels. Push it 

back so the  tab on 

the base panel fits 

into the slot at the 

bottom of the back 

panel. 

 

 

Take the Left Side 

and Right Side 

panels and attach 

them (with the T 

shape piece facing 

inwards) to the 

Back panel. To do 

this, push the 

hooks on the side 

panels through the 

slots on the back 

panel then slide 

the side panels 

upwards.  

 

Facing out 



Stage 3. 

To lock all the pan-

els in place, insert 

the pin of the Se-

curity Clip through 

the hole in the tab 

on the front panel 

and then flip the 

ring over the tab 

to secure the Clip 

in place 

 

Stage 4. 

Take the Front 

panel and slide the 

hooks on the Side 

panels through the 

Front panel. Then 

slide the front pan-

el down so the tab 

at the bottom of 

the front panel 

slots into the base 

panel. 

 



  

  

  

  

  

Take the Clear 

Plastic panels and 

slide them diago-

nally into the box 

so they rest on the 

inner corners of 

the T piece on 

each side panel 

Stage 5. 

The final stage is to 

fit the Light Board 

(with your light 

attached). This fits 

between the slots 

just below the handles on the Side panels. To fit push 

the end into the slot on the left hand side then drop 

the other end down below the handle on the right 

side.  

Stage 6. 

Your are now ready to start operating your moth trap, put 

some egg boxes in the trap to ensure the moths have 

somewhere to hide once they’ve entered the trap. 

If you have purchased the optional rain guard or actinic 

light set please refer to the user guides that are supplied 

with these which provide details of how to fit these to your 

moth trap.  
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